
NEXT-GEN 
PROTECTION FROM 
WEAPONIZED 
FILES FOR LOAN 
COMPANIES

to Votiro’s File Disarmer. There, every document 
is dissected and recursively cleansed of any 
known or unknown potential exploit, and then 
sent back to the local server, completely safe to 
open, save, and edit. With every file entering the 
organization neutralized from potential exploits, 
loan companies can put file-borne ransomware 
threats to rest.

Votiro allows loan companies to open each and 
every file uploaded to them without having to 
worry about whether it is safe to do so.  

Votiro’s next-gen File Disarmer neutralizes both 
known and zero-day attacks that are engineered 
to evade antivirus and sandbox solutions.

Files are sanitized in under 1 second per typical 
file. Users no longer have to wait for a sandbox 
to detonate and check a file for minutes at a 
time. A response is generated almost instantly, 
and the company receives the sanitized file.

Process is transparent to the user. Sanitization is 
done automatically.

Original content and file functionality post 
sanitization is guaranteed.

Support for over 133 different file types and 
counting

Flexible and easy deployment via HTTP REST API

A prime prey for cybercriminals, the loan 
companies’ transition to digital services is paved 
with ransomware attacks and fraud incidents. 
Hackers’ go to method for attacking companies 
is via weaponized documents containing hidden 
ransomware/malware. Over 90% of cyber-attacks 
are carried into companies using this method. 
This creates a security challenge for loan 
companies in particular as they require potential 
clients who want a loan to upload documents to 
their portal/application such as bank statements, 
pay stubs, tax returns, credit statements, rent 
or mortgage statements, etc. This handling of 
immense amounts of incoming documents 
constantly exposes this industry to malicious file-
borne attacks, all of which easily evade standard 
security systems such as antivirus and sandbox 
solutions.

ENDING RANSOMWARE AND CYBER 
ATTACKS BY SECURING DIGITAL 
TRANSACTIONS

Whether a scanned PDF, an uploaded image of 
an ID, or a document sent from the customer’s 
personal mobile device, once the Votiro 
Disarmer is deployed, every single file coming in 
via any digital transaction is automatically routed 
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Votiro Disarmer API is Eeasily integrated, giving 
you unrivaled protection to any application 
with HTTP REST API. Once deployed, your files 
are automatically sent to Votiro Disarmer to 
be disarmed before reaching your internal 

How Votiro Disarmer Works 
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ALL IN LESS THAN A SECOND!

file storage. Thanks to its user-friendly design, 
Votiro Disarmer API is easy-to-use, and simple for 
managing policies for different groups of users 
according to file type, risk, usage, size or user-role

WE HAVE SANITIZED OVER 5 BILLION FILES TO 
DATE WITHOUT A SINGLE SUCCESSFUL EXPLOIT

Votiro, Founded by veterans of Israel’s IDF elite technology intelligence unit, Votiro is an award-winning 
cybersecurity company specialized in neutralizing zero-day and undisclosed targeted content attacks. Our 
next-generation patented CDR technology disarms threats that other products fail to expose, leaving our 
customers with a secure, fully usable data flow across all channels of incoming files. With over 500 customers 
worldwide, Votiro has offices in Israel, US, Australia, and Singapore. Votiro is a Gartner Cool Vendor award-
winner and certified by the international standard of Common Criteria for Information Technology Security 
Evaluation (ISO/IEC 15408). For more information, visit www.votiro.com.




